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INTRODUCTION:

 Here we present results obtained by the « Scotland-Lorraine » team during CAPRI

rounds 15 to 19 (targets 34 to 42). Our approach tries to show how best exploit

human expertise by using bibliographic and structural information to guide rigid body

docking. A consecutive result is the detailed analysis of refinement results used

during these CAPRI rounds based on Monte Carlo (MC) and/or Molecular Dynamics

(MD) simulations.

 Our approach yielded very encouraging results: we obtained better or equal to

medium models for all predictions considered as correct by CAPRI assessors.

Furthermore, we provided numerous correct results for the predictor and uploader

categories (Figure 1).

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

  First, we combine literature review with automated searches using interaction

databases such as SCOPPI1 (Poster P4). Then, this information was used to position

« manually » both partners using the grab function in VMD. We used this template

complex as the starting position to perform focused docking with the HEX program2.

 Between 10 and 20 HEX solutions are kept. Two protocols were used to refine these

solutions. MC refinements were based on two methods that we developed: one using

sampling minimisation of side chains and the CHARMM27 forcefield combined with

VdW and desolvation parameters. The second protocol consists of a Gaussian

distributed random translation and rotation along all three axes with the rotation origin

at the centroid of the interface residues. Energy minimization (comprising van der

Waals and atom contact energy terms) is repeated for 50 cycles and the lowest

energy structure is retained3.

 The MD refinement consists in 0.5 ns of molecular dynamics simulation in explicit

solvent (MDES) with TIP3P water molecules. We add counter ions to neutralize the

system. MDES simulations were performed with the NAMD program4 using constant

temperature and pressure. One of the two partners was kept in a fixed position.

Figure 1: Results for targets for which we obtained at least one

correct result (using CAPRI assessment criteria). NB: for the T34

prediction, we compiled results of three differents teams. In

yellow, Interactive Molecular Simulation (IMS) results; in blue, rigid

body docking results  using the HEX program (HEX); in red,

results using Monte Carlo (MC) refinements; in green, results

using Molecular dynamics refinements (MD).

 When homology modelling was necessary, we used the MODELLER program5. A

combination of MC/MDES was used depending on the target (Figure 2). For T41, we

also performed Interactive Molecular Simulations (IMS) to refine HEX results in addition

of classical refinements (Poster P12). To rerank our models we used NAMDEnergy6 to

calculate VdW and Electrostatic contributions at the interface.

TARGET PREDICTIONS:

Target 34: This target is the first protein/RNA complex proposed by CAPRI, we had to

model the protein structure by homology. We used the bound RNA structure given by the

organizers. We used two publications to select regions participating in the  interaction:

one for the protein and the other for RNA. We limited docking to the vicinity of one

important base and turn. Our best result (Figure 5, T34,  solution 1) was ranked Medium

and was ranked 3rd amongst all proposed models for this target.
Figure 2: Docking protocol used to create predictions and

upload models.
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Target 37: This target is a complex between the G-protein Arf6 (unbound) and the

JIP4 leucine zipper (homology)7. Binding site and partners position were deduced

using the homology with the complex Sec4p-Sec2p8,9. Following Dong et al.8 and a

Sec2-JIP4 sequence alignment, we identify the sequence 423KVDLTCEDVL434 as the

potential binding site on the JIP4 molecule. This binding site was almost well

predicted7. Instead of using the associated crystal structure (2EQB), we used the

structure of Sec2p  (2OCY) described in Sato et al.9 to create a JIP4 model and the

2A5D structure to model bound Arf6. Then, we performed focused docking and

MDES refinements. This strategy seems prone to improvements as we didn’t obtain

correct results in our top 10 models but we still found a few Acceptable models and

one  Medium model (Figure 3) in our  upload dataset (Figure 1). Several of our

upload models were identified and reranked favorably by CAPRI scorers.

Target 40: This target is a complex between API-A inhibitor (bound) and two trypsin

molecules (unbound)10. First, we found two potential binding site on API-A described

in the literature11,12: L87 and R76.  We compare these results with a structural

superposition of a large ensemble of trypsin inhibitors and compare with the API-A

bound structure: we found L87 to be a good binding site but instead of finding R76 as

binding site  we found K145 as second potential binding site (Poster P4) which turned

out to be correct10. We positioned manually the two trypsins around these two latter

binding sites and performed focused docking. We then refined the docking solution

with MDES. We obtained one High result for each binding site after HEX docking

(used in the upload dataset) while the MD refined results were ranked Medium even if

they were very near to the HEX results (Figure 4 and Figure 5, T40, sol. 1 to 3).

Target 41: This is an unbound/unbound protein complex. We identified potential

binding sites and used homology with other crystalized complexes to define our

starting position. Then, we used focused docking and MC + MDES refinements. We

obtained Medium results and a good amount of correct results (9/10 for predictors

and 28/100 for uploader). We can notice that 2 IMS solutions were ranked acceptable

and clearly improve the HEX solution (Figure 5, T41 , sol. 12 and Poster 12).

Figure 5: CAPRI assessment for our predictions.

Red dashed line: limit Incorrect-Acceptable; green

dashed line: Acceptable-Medium; blue dashed line:

Medium-High. In blue, HEX; in red, MC; in green,

MD; in yellow IMS results. At the bottom of each

diagram, CAPRI assessment for each solution.

Figure 6: Number of MD or HEX predictions reranked by CAPRI

scorers for targets 37, 40 and 41. MC and IMS were not reranked.

Figure 3: Superposition between the 57th upload model

(in orange), ranked Medium, and crystal structure (in light

blue) of T37. Up, focus on the Leucine zipper.

Figure 4: Superposition of target 40 X-ray structure (in yellow), pdb 3E8L,  with our best models obtained after rigid body

docking (blue) and after MD simulation (green) for interaction A and B (Figure 5 res. 2 & 7). At each side, interface colored in

function of the distance between partners (upper, rigid body model interface; lower, MD refined model interface). Rigid body

models were ranked as High predictions and MD models were ranked as Medium prediction (close to High).

DISCUSSIONS:

Importance of human expertise: Our results show

that using the literature and human expertise to specify

initial trial orientations can lead to acceptable docking

predictions. Several protocols already used this

approach13. Our IMS results reinforce this idea.

Nevertheless, this approach may fail if no information is

available: previous targets in rounds 15-19 were missed

for this reason.

MDES refinements: We have demonstrated that

MDES refinements clearly improve some HEX results

(Figure 5 T34, sol. 1 to 3; T40, sol. 7 to 9; T41 sol. 5).

Best refinements are obtained for ligand RMSD. Indeed,

MDES significantly diminishes the number of HEX

clashes (Figure 4). Finally, MDES refined solutions were

prefered by CAPRI scorers to rigid body results (Figure

6) even if the latter have a better CAPRI rank.
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